
EMPLOYMENT SCREENING

Our employment screening programs are easily tailored to meet 
your needs and help you mitigate the risks associated with hiring 
employees, contractors or other persons into your organisation. 
We currently manage some of the largest screening programs 
in Asia, making us a market leader in the region. Our local 
footprint, along with our global insight, ensures that you get the 
most appropriate screening solution for your business, whether 
it be local, regional or a global enterprise.

RISK ADVISORY

Many organisations are unaware of the risks inherent in their 
business, particularly those that are posed by fraud and cor-
ruption. RISQ Group’s suite of solutions are designed to allow 
you to gain an understanding of your organisation’s risk environ-
ment and  implement programs designed to mitigate those risks 
in a cost-effective manner. Our tailored risk management solu-
tions, anti-money laundering initiatives, fraud and corruption 
mitigation programmes and governance, risk and compliance 
tools provide you with a solid foundation to understand and 
address your risk environment.

In a highly regulated and connected 
world the implications of poor risk 
management have never been more 
serious or more immediate.

RISQ Group is one of the region’s leading risk management providers, specialising in a range of solutions designed to assist organisations 
in both the public and private sectors in meeting their governance, risk and compliance needs. Our knowledge and expertise can help 
your organisation make informed decisions and manage your risk environment in a cost-effective and practical way.

Our range of risk mitigation solutions include:

INVESTIGATIONS & FORENSICS

When fraudulent, corrupt or unethical behaviour impacts your 
business, our Investigations and Forensics team will conduct a 
professional investigation that can limit the damage caused by 
an incident, provide fast and effective resolutions and recom-
mendations to reduce the chance of recurrence.  This same 
rigour can be applied when investigating matters of bullying,  
harassment, breaches of policy, and regulatory or legal breaches.

WHISTLEBLOWER HOTLINE

RISQ Group has been providing hotline solutions to clients in 
the Asia region since 2004. To meet growing demand, in 2011 
we partnered with Navex Global to offer a more sophisticated 
and robust hotline service. This operates 24 hours a day, 365 
days a year, and allows you to meet your compliance program 
needs and protect the reputation of your business.  Together, 
we offer a “best in class” end-to-end hotline, case management 
and investigations solution to clients throughout the region.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

RISQ Group’s Business Continuity Management (BCM) product 
R2C provides your organisation with the tools you need to 
respond effectively to a crisis, whilst ensuring business as usual. 
Many business continuity plans don’t accommodate for the 
realities your business may face in a crisis. R2C has been de-
signed to afford your business structure, discipline and agility 
by providing a flexible, scalable solution that recognises that 
each business has different BCM needs.

RISQ GROUP OVERVIEW

LET RISQ GROUP 
DELIVER TO YOU THE 
‘WHOLE PICTURE’
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Email: info@risqgroup.com
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Visit: www.risqgroup.com

LET RISQ GROUP DELIVER TO YOU THE ‘WHOLE PICTURE’

SECURITY VETTING

RISQ Group is a member of the Industry Vetting Panel ap-
pointed by the Australian Government Security Vetting Agency 
(AGSVA) to conduct the security clearance process. We are a 
trusted provider of vetting services and our staff includes former 
government vetting officers with significant vetting and secu-
rity experience.

TRAINING & E-LEARNING

RISQ Group offers a variety of cost effective training, designed 
to provide your team with interactive and engaging courses 
across a variety of compliance and risk areas.  Our training 
courses can be delivered online or as a face to face training 
session. Our trainers will work with you to ascertain your busi-
ness needs and provide recommendations for the most ap-
propriate method of delivery.

Let us help you understand your risks.
Contact us today.

Our commitment to represent the markets 
in which we serve is demonstrated by our 
regional presence.


